Integrating multimodal databases into genomics analysis workflows
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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

The Ludmer Centre for Neuroinformatics & Mental
Health (ludmercentre.ca) has created a (epi)genetics
working group composed of three member institutions.

The LORIS Genomic Browser[8] enables viewing, filtering, and linking of summary genetic data (CNV, SNP, GWAS).
Using the MAVAN study[7], a subset of subject SNPs from PLINK files have been loaded into LORIS. An uploader and
genomic viewer were created so researchers can view aggregated CPG beta value distributions visually aligned with
their SNP data, gene features and ENCODE H3K4me1 Histone mark data for a given genomic range. Each displayed
element can be clicked to access external reference databases (dbSNP, 1000 Genomes), or provide more information,
such as methylation level boxplot distributions of beta values grouped by sex and/or genotypes for a specific CpG and a
given SNP. The design of complex workflows was also a significant part of the methodology, enabling requisite tool
building and porting at various stages of development (Figure 3).
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CONCLUSION
The goals of this working group are to facilitate brain
research discovery by:
• Reducing human error with processing automation
and seamless linking of multimodal data.
• Creating format definitions between components of
this workflow will improve the integrative impact of
these cross-modal tools.
• Deploying analysis pipelines on HPCs, focusing
investigators on research instead of data handling.
• Optimizing performance, flexibility, and scalability
using NoSQL and structured schema databases.
• Creating hooks between CBRAIN and LORIS for
automated task launching to streamline setup, task
creation, provenance capture, and re-insertion.
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Figure #1: Neuroinformatics conglomerate

OBJECTIVES & METHODS
The group’s goal is to 1) integrate heterogeneous
datasets (behavioral/clinical, imaging, and genomic)
within the LORIS[1][3] (loris.ca), 2) streamline analysis,
3) integrate results and 4) facilitate structured and
versioned sharing for optimized reproducibility using
high performance computing (HPC) on CBRAIN[9].

Figure 4: LORIS web interface showing files inked between CBRAIN and LORIS.
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